
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND SPEECH PROCESSING, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MAY 1999 1Improved Phase Vocoder Time-Scale Modi�cationof AudioJean Laroche, Mark DolsonAbstract|The phase vocoder is a well-established tool fortime scaling and pitch shifting speech and audio signals viamodi�cation of their short-time Fourier transforms. In con-trast to time-domain time-scaling and pitch-shifting tech-niques, the phase vocoder is generally considered to yieldhigh quality results, especially for large modi�cation fac-tors and/or polyphonic signals. However, the phase vocoderis also known for introducing a characteristic perceptualartifact, often described as \phasiness," \reverberation,"or \loss of presence." This paper examines the problemof phasiness in the context of time-scale modi�cation andprovides new insights into its causes. Two extensions tothe standard phase vocoder algorithm are introduced, andthe resulting sound quality is shown to be signi�cantly im-proved. Moreover, the modi�ed phase vocoder is shown toprovide a factor-of-two decrease in computational cost.I. IntroductionTIME-SCALE and pitch-scale modi�cation of signalshas long been a subject of interest in the audio andspeech processing community. In recent years, though,there has been a dramatic increase in commercial appli-cation of these techniques. Time-scaling and/or pitch-shifting algorithms are now being used in a widening ar-ray of devices such as telephone answering systems, mu-sical e�ect processors, professional CD players, hard-diskrecorders, PC-based sound editors, and so on. As the com-putational resources of these devices increase, so too doexpectations for their audio �delity.Most commercial implementations of time scaling (orpitch shifting1) use time-domain-based techniques whichrely upon some form of synchronized overlap-add of signalexcerpts. These methods are attractive for their relativelylow computational cost and because they yield good resultsin some special cases of interest (e.g., modi�cation factorsclose to 1 or monophonic sounds). However, these tech-niques tend to perform poorly when applied to complex,polyphonic, or non-pitched signals, or when large modi�-cation factors must be used (e.g., factors greater than �20to �30%). In these cases, typical artifacts include warbling(a type of periodic frequency modulation observed in pro-cessed polyphonic signals), transient doubling or skipping(especially troublesome for percussive signals), and tempomodulation. A full discussion of time-domain time-scalingtechniques and their shortcomings can be found in [1] or[2].In contrast, frequency-domain-based time-scaling tech-Jean Laroche and Mark Dolson are with the Joint Creative/EmuTechnology Center, Scotts Valley, CA, USA. email: jeanl@emu.commarkd@emu.com1Since pitch-scale modi�cation can be performed by combining timescaling and sample-rate conversion, we focus in this paper exclusivelyon time scaling.

niques such as the phase vocoder [3] employ a �xedoverlap-add approach; synchronization between overlap-ping frames is obtained by modifying phases in the sig-nal's short-time Fourier transform. Phase vocoder time-scaling is not limited to near-unity modi�cation factors norto monophonic signals, and it is free of many of the typicaltime-domain artifacts.2 This makes it a potentially at-tractive approach. However, the computational cost of thephase vocoder is much higher than that of time-domaintechniques and the algorithm introduces distinctive arti-facts of its own. Ultimately, it is these artifacts whichpose the major barrier to more widespread use of the phasevocoder.The two most prominent phase vocoder time-scaling arti-facts are \transient smearing" and \phasiness". Transientsmearing occurs even with modi�cation factors that areclose to 1, and is heard as a slight loss of percussiveness inthe signal; piano attacks, for example, may be perceived ashaving less \bite." Phasiness (or reverberation or \loss ofpresence") also occurs even with near-unity modi�cationfactors, and is heard as a characteristic coloration of thesignal; in particular, time-expanded speech often sounds asif the speaker is much further from the microphone than inthe original recording.In general, neither time-domain nor frequency-domaintime-scaling artifacts have received much attention in thetechnical literature, probably because assessments of �-delity have varied according to local standards (and overtime as well). The problem of transient smearing insubband-based time-scale modi�cations is addressed in [4]and an improved technique based on phase-locking at tran-sient times is proposed. The phenomenon of phasiness hasbeen noted by several authors [5], [6], and the root of theproblem is known to lie in the modi�cation of phases in theshort-time Fourier transform. To date, however, no thor-ough explanation for this phenomenon has yet been given,and proposed solutions have proven to be either cumber-some or only marginally e�ective.This paper proposes an explanation for the presence ofphasiness in time-scaled signals, and o�ers new phase calcu-lation techniques that are shown to signi�cantly reduce theproblem. In addition, these new techniques make it possi-ble to reduce the computational cost of the phase vocoderby more than a factor of two.The remainder of this paper is divided into two sections.In the �rst part, the emphasis is on understanding the prob-lem: the standard phase-vocoder technique for time scal-2For example, tempo modulation is virtually nonexistent, and war-bling can be eliminated by an appropriate choice of parameters.



2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND SPEECH PROCESSING, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MAY 1999ing is described, and a detailed investigation of potentialphase errors is presented. In the second part, the focus ison solutions: two previously-proposed solutions are brieyreviewed, and two new phase-modi�cation techniques areintroduced and evaluated.II. The basic phase vocoder time-scalingalgorithmThe essence of time scaling is the modi�cation of a sig-nal's temporal evolution while its local spectral characteris-tics are kept unchanged. Phase-vocoder-based time-scalingtechniques accomplish this via an explicit sequence of anal-ysis, modi�cation, and resynthesis.A. Phase vocoder analysis/synthesisDuring the analysis stage, analysis time-instants tua forsuccessive values of integer u are set along the original sig-nal, possibly uniformly: tua = uRa where Ra is the so-calledanalysis hop factor. At each of these analysis time-instants,a Fourier transform is calculated over a windowed portionof the original signal, centered around tua . The result isthe non-heterodyned short-time Fourier transform (STFT)representation of the signal, denoted X(tua ;
k):X(tua ;
k) = 1Xn=�1h(n)x(tua + n)e�j
kn (1)where x is the original signal, h(n) is the analysis win-dow, 
k = 2�kN is the center frequency of the k-th vocoder\channel" and N is the size of the discrete Fourier trans-form. In practice, h(n) has a limited time span (typicallyNsamples) and the sum above has a �nite number of terms.X(tua ;
k) is both a function of time (via variable u) andfrequency (via 
k).The resynthesis stage involves setting synthesis time-instants tus , usually uniformly, so that tus = Rsu, where Rsis the synthesis hop factor. At each of these synthesis time-instants, a short-time signal yu(n) is obtained by inverse-Fourier-transforming the synthesis STFT Y (tus ;
k). Eachshort-time signal is then multiplied by an optional synthe-sis window w(n), and the windowed short-time signals areall summed together, yielding the output signal y(n):y(n) = 1Xu=�1w(n � tus )yu(n� tus ) withyu(n) = 1N N�1Xk=0 Y (tus ;
k)ej
kn (2)In the absence of modi�cations (i.e., Ra = Rs andY (tus ;
k) = X(tua ;
k)), this output signal is identical tothe original signal x, under mild conditions on the analysisand synthesis windows [7]. In general, however, a mod-i�ed Y (tus ;
k) is not the STFT of any actual signal. Inparticular, the output signal y(n) obtained via the abovereconstruction formula does not necessarily have Y (tus ;
k)as its short-time Fourier transform. The sequence of STFTframes for a given signal must satisfy strong consistency

conditions because the Fourier transforms correspond tooverlapping short-time signals. The formula above merelyyields a signal whose STFT is close to Y (tus ;
k) in a sensethat depends on the choice of the synthesis window w(n).Further elaboration of this point can be found in [7], [1].B. Time-scale modi�cationsIn phase-vocoder-based time scaling, the STFT is modi-�ed in two ways: (1) the analysis hop factor Ra is di�erentfrom the synthesis hop factor Rs, and (2) the phase valuesof the synthesis STFT Y (tus ;
k) are calculated explicitlyaccording to a formula given below. These modi�cationsare based on an underlying sinusoidal signal model, but noexplicit parametric sinusoidal estimation is performed.According to the underlying model, the input signal isthe sum of a number I(t) of sinusoids with time-varyingamplitudes Ai(t) and instantaneous frequencies !i(t):x(t) = I(t)Xi=1 Ai(t)ej�i(t) with (3)�i(t) = �i(0) + Z t0 !i(�)d�in which �i(t) and !i(t) are called the instantaneous phaseand frequency of the i-th sinusoid.Based on equation (3), for a constant modi�cation factor� such that tus = �tua , the ideal synthesis phase �s(tus ) ofthe time-scaled sinusoid i would be�s(tus ) = �s(0) + Z tus0 !i(�=�)d�= �s(0) + � Z tua0 !i(�)d�= �s(0) + � [�i(tua)� �i(0)] (4)where �s(0) is an arbitrary initial synthesis phase.Phase-vocoder-based time scaling modi�es the STFT ofthe sinusoidal input signal components so as to producethe above time-scaled sinusoids. The time-evolution ofthe sine-wave amplitudes is modi�ed simply by settingjY (tus ;
k)j = jX(tua ;
k)j where tus = Rsu. However, mod-i�cation of the sine-wave phases is more challenging.To calculate the phase of Y (tus ;
k), the standard phase-vocoder technique requires phase unwrapping, a processwhereby the phase increment between two consecutiveframes is used to estimate the instantaneous frequency ofa nearby sinusoid in each channel. The instantaneous fre-quency !̂k(tua) is estimated by �rst calculating the hetero-dyned phase increment��uk = 6 X(tua ;
k)� 6 X(tu�1a ;
k)�Ra
kthen taking its principal determination (between ��) de-noted �p�uk and deriving the instantaneous frequency!̂k(tua) of the closest sinusoid using:!̂k(tua) = 
k + 1Ra�p�uk (5)



LAROCHE DOLSON: IMPROVED PHASE VOCODER TIME-SCALE MODIFICATION OF AUDIO 3This procedure is called phase unwrapping, because the ac-tual (non-wrapped) value of the phase increment is calcu-lated from its principal (wrapped) determination. The het-erodyned phase increment ��uk is simply the small phaseshift resulting from !k(tua) being close but not necessarilyequal to 
k.Once the instantaneous frequency at time tua is esti-mated, the phase of the time-scaled STFT at time tus isset according to the following phase-propagation formula6 Y (tus ;
k) = 6 Y (tu�1s ;
k) +Rs!̂k(tua) (6)Equation (6) guarantees what can be called \horizontalphase coherence": for a constant-frequency sinusoid, suc-cessive short-time signals will overlap coherently. Anotherway of saying this is that there is coherence within eachfrequency channel over time (i.e., along the horizontal di-mension of a standard sonagram).For constant-frequency sinusoids, the phase unwrappingequation (5) yields a good estimate of the instantaneousfrequency if channel k is inuenced by only one sinusoid,and if the analysis window's cuto� frequency !h is suchthat Ra!h < �. In practice, for standard analysis win-dows (such as Hanning or Hamming windows), this con-strains the analysis windows to overlap by at least 75%.The phase unwrapping equation involves the calculation ofa four-quadrant arc tangent, and the phase propagationequation (6) requires the use of trigonometric functions inorder to calculate the real and imaginary part of Y (tus ;
k).An important point is that equation (6) does not indicatehow the short-time Fourier phases should be set at the �rstsynthesis time-instant t0s . As will be shown later, the choiceof initial phases can signi�cantly inuence the quality of theoutput signal.The technique outlined above is the standard frequency-domain time-scaling method based on the phase vocoder.Variants of this approach have also been proposed. Port-no� in [8] describes a technique applicable to speech signals,where the phases of the underlying sinusoidal componentsare decomposed into a system phase (resulting from thevocal tract �ltering) and a source phase corresponding toglottal pulses. Interested readers can also refer to [6] for analternative phase-updating method which does not involvephase unwrapping nor any trigonometric calculation, butinstead uses an additional analysis Fourier transform.C. Phase problems in phase-vocoder time-scalingC.1 Phase coherenceBecause phase propagation errors are at the heart ofmany of the sound quality issues in the phase vocoder,it is important to understand how sinusoidal phases arealtered by vocoder-based time-scale modi�cations. Thephase-vocoder time-scaling algorithm ensures phase consis-tency within each frequency channel over time, but it is alsoimportant to have phase consistency across the channels ina given synthesis frame. We call this latter requirement\vertical phase coherence."Both horizontal and vertical phase coherence must bepreserved upon resynthesis for the STFT to be a \valid"

one. If phase coherence is not preserved in the synthesisSTFT Y (tus ;
k), the synthesis equation (2) will yield asignal whose short-time Fourier transform is not close toY (tus ;
k). This new signal will likely exhibit beating in itsindividual harmonics, and this will be heard as phasinessor reverberation.How can we recognize vertical phase coherence in aSTFT? For a constant-amplitude, constant-frequency si-nusoid, there is a simple phase relation between adjacentchannels located around the sinusoidal frequency. If a sinu-soid with a constant frequency !i falls in channel k, and ifthe analysis window h(n) is symmetric around 0, it is easyto show that the channels around channel k which are in-uenced by this sinusoid (channels such that j
k�!ij < !hwhere !h is the cuto� frequency of the analysis window)have an analysis phase equal to that of channel k. In prac-tice, the analysis window h(n) is more usually non-zero for0 � n < L and is symmetric around its middle point, butthis changes things only slightly: If the size of the discreteFourier transform is equal to the analysis window lengthL, then adjacent channels exhibit phase di�erences of ��.For more complicated signals, unfortunately, no compa-rably simple phase relationship exists. For a sinusoid with aslowly varying frequency, the phases in channels around theinstantaneous frequency are still nearly equal, but an ana-lytical formula is di�cult to develop. Consequently, thereis no simple way to check for vertical phase coherence.An a-posteriori way to check the consistency of a STFTconsists of reconstructing the synthesis signals y(n), andchecking that the STFT of y(n) is indeed very close toY (tus ;
k) in both amplitude and phase. We propose a mea-sure DM of consistency derived from that proposed in [7]:DM = U�P�1Xu=P N�1Xk=0 [jZ(tus ;
k)j � jY (tus ;
k)j]2U�P�1Xu=P N�1Xk=0 jY (tus ;
k)j2 (7)where Z(tus ;
k) is obtained by performing a short-timeFourier transform on the modi�ed signal y(n). U is thetotal number of short-time frames, and the summationexcludes the P �rst and P last few frames to avoid tak-ing into account errors due to missing overlapped seg-ments in the resynthesis formula. The smaller DM , thebetter the consistency. If total consistency is achieved,Z(tus ;
k) = Y (tus ;
k) for all times tus and all channels 
kand DM = 0. Vertical and horizontal phase coherence willplay an important role in the following sections, and we willuse the measure above to estimate the degree of consistencyof our algorithms.C.2 Output phase vs input phaseIn this section, we seek to relate the phase of the modi�edshort-time Fourier transform in channel k to the phase ofthe corresponding analysis short-time Fourier transform inthe same channel. Assuming a constant modi�cation factor� = RsRa , and given an initial synthesis Fourier transform



4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND SPEECH PROCESSING, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MAY 1999phase �s(0; k), we can use the phase propagation equa-tion (6) to express the phase of the output STFT at anygiven synthesis time-instant yus . By iterating equation (6)for successive values of u, starting at u = 0, we obtain6 Y (tus ;
k) = 6 Y (t0s ;
k) + uXi=1 Rs!̂k(tia)= �s(0; k) + uXi=1 Rs!̂k(tia)where !̂k(tia) is the estimated instantaneous frequency attime tia in channel k. Now, using equation (5), we get6 Y (tus ;
k) = �s(0; k) + uXi=1 �Rs
k + RsRa�p�ik�and using the de�nition of �p�ik we get6 Y (tus ;
k) = �s(0; k) +� uXi=1 �6 X(tia;
k)� 6 X(ti�1a ;
k) + 2mik��where mik is the unwrapping factor at the analysis time-instant tia: 2mik� = �p�ik ���ik. This yields6 Y (tus ;
k) = �s(0; k) +� [ 6 X(tua;
k)� 6 X(0;
k)] + � uXi=1 2mik� (8)Equation (8) gives the expression of the phase of the syn-thesis STFT at time tus as a function of the synthesis initialphase �s(0; k), the phase of the analysis short-time Fouriertransform at time tua , the initial analysis phase, the modi�-cation factor �, and the series of phase-unwrapping integersmik.Several conclusions can be drawn from this equation.� Equation (8) indicates that the synthesized phase de-pends on the analysis phases only at the current analysistime-instant and at the origin. This means that if an analy-sis phase is estimated incorrectly at any given time-instant,this error will not generate phase drift in subsequent frames,provided that the phase-unwrapping factormik remains cor-rect.� On the other hand, the series of phase-unwrapping fac-tors mik do have a cumulative e�ect: if an erroneous phase-unwrapping factor is calculated at a given frame, all sub-sequent frames will show a phase bias.� Potential phase-unwrapping errors manifest themselvesby multiples of 2�� being added to the synthesis phase. If �is an integer, then phase-unwrapping errors are transparentsince they always are multiples of 2�. As a result, integer-factor time-scaling operations can be performed withoutphase unwrapping by use of equation (8) where the factorPui=1 2mik� is dropped. Skipping the phase-unwrappingstage signi�cantly reduces the computation cost of suchmodi�cations.

Equation (8) also provides a solid analytical foundationfor understanding the lack of vertical phase coherence instandard phase vocoder implementations. This issue is ex-amined in detail in the next two sections.C.3 Loss of vertical phase coherenceAccording to equation (8), vertical phase coherence de-pends upon two factors: (1) initial phase values, and (2)accumulated phase-unwrapping errors. To see this, sup-pose at �rst that the modi�cation factor � is a constantinteger, so phase-unwrapping errors do not inuence themodi�ed signal. Now, consider a sinusoid whose instanta-neous frequency varies across time so that it will migratefrom channel to channel. Rearranging the terms in equa-tion (8) we can express the synthesis phase of the peakchannel at time tus asY (tus ;
k) = � 6 X(tua ;
k) + �k with�k = �s(0; k)� � 6 X(0;
k) (9)where the sum of unwrapping factors has been dropped,being a multiple of 2�. This expression di�ers from theideal synthesis phase equation (4) in that �k is not nec-essarily a constant, but varies with the channel index k.The fact that �k may not be constant has two adverse andrelated consequences:1. The synthesis phases in adjacent channels may be verydi�erent, if the values of �k vary signi�cantly from channelto channel. As mentioned in II-C.1 this shouldn't be thecase.2. When the sinusoid's instantaneous frequency migratesfrom channel ko at time tua to channel ko + 1 at time tu+1a ,the synthesis phase undergoes a jump equal to �ko+1� �ko ,which is also very undesirable.As shown by equation (9) the values of �k for successivechannels depend only on the analysis and the synthesisphases at time 0. If for example an area of the spec-trum was dominated by noise at that time, the values of6 X(0;
k) and consequently of �k for the correspondingchannels will be random, and are likely to exhibit largevariations from channel to channel, unless we set the ini-tial synthesis phase �s(0; k) such that�k = �s(0; k)� � 6 X(0;
k) = C (10)where C is a channel-independent constant. If the aboveequation is satis�ed, then none of the two problems men-tioned above occur, and the synthesis phase becomes iden-tical to the ideal synthesis phase in equation (4).Now, consider the more general case in which the modi-�cation factor � is not an integer, and again suppose thatthere is a sinusoidal component in the vicinity of channelko. Equation (8) indicates that, even if equation (10) issatis�ed, phase coherence is guaranteed only if the sumsof the unwrapping factors Pui=1 2mik� are equal (modulo2�) in nearby channels. There is no danger of phase-unwrapping errors in channels near the sinusoid's instan-taneous frequency so long as the analysis hop factor Rais small enough. The deeper problem, though, is that no



LAROCHE DOLSON: IMPROVED PHASE VOCODER TIME-SCALE MODIFICATION OF AUDIO 5single sinusoidal component of an audio signal is likely topersist without interruption across the entire duration ofthe signal. Thus, there will inevitably be times duringwhich channel ko and its neighbors are inuenced by unre-lated sinusoids or even noise. It is during these times thatphase-unwrapping di�erences will necessarily accumulate,making the terms Pui=1 2mik� di�erent in adjacent chan-nels; as a result, vertical phase coherence will quickly belost forever.Considering the universality of the above scenario, itseems truly amazing that the phase vocoder should workat all! For non-integer modi�cation factors, vertical phasecoherence is almost guaranteed to be lacking unless eachsinusoidal component remains in the same phase vocoderchannel for all time. Clearly, this assumption is violatedby most signals of interest, including speech and music.C.4 ExamplesIn this section, we present a few time-scale modi�cationexamples which demonstrate the problems described above.We begin by noting that constant-frequency, constant-amplitude sinusoids pose no problem at all to the phasevocoder; the results are usually excellent, with consistencymeasures DM < �60dB, provided the initial synthesisphases are all set according to equation (10). Variable-amplitude sinusoids pose some problems, but the most dra-matic illustrations are obtained with chirp signals.The �rst example is a factor-of-two (� = 2) time-expansion of a sinusoid of constant amplitude whose fre-quency sweeps linearly from the center frequency of channel30 (
30 = 2�30N ) to the center frequency of channel 40 in 80analysis STFT frames. This signal was analyzed with thestandard phase-vocoder technique described above. TheFast Fourier Transform size was set to 1024, the analysishop size was 128, the synthesis hop size was 256, and bothanalysis and synthesis used Hanning windows of size 1024.Instead of conforming to equation (10), however, the ini-tial synthesis phases were set equal to the initial analysisphases: �s(0; k) = 6 X(0;
k)This is a standard initialization choice because it makes itpossible to switch from a non-modi�ed signal (� = 1) to amodi�ed signal without introducing any phase discontinu-ity.Fig. 1 shows the amplitude envelope of the resulting sig-nal in the time-domain (obtained by plotting the max-imum and minimum values of the sinusoid for each pe-riod). The clearly visible amplitude modulation is due toequation (10) not being satis�ed. Fig. 2 shows the analy-sis and synthesis phases for successive short-time Fouriertransform frames. The �gure was obtained by measuringthe phases at the maximum of the analysis X(tua;
k) orsynthesis Y (tus ;
k) Fourier transforms in each frame, thenunwrapping them along successive frames. The analysisphase shows the characteristic parabolic shape due to thelinearly varying frequency. The synthesis phase roughlyfollows this parabolic shape, but exhibits \discontinuities"

at frames 38, 53, and (to a lesser extent) 22. These phasejumps result from �k not being a constant in equation (10);it can be easily veri�ed that they occur when the instan-taneous frequency of the chirp jumps from one channel tothe next. The consistency measure for this resynthesis wasDM = �10dB.
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6 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND SPEECH PROCESSING, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MAY 1999free of jumps. This con�rms the fact that setting �k = Cfor integer modi�cation factors provides a signi�cant im-provement in phase coherence. The consistency in thiscase was measured to be DM = �25dB, far better thanthe preceding result.When the modi�cation factor is no longer an integer, theresulting signal exhibits phase coherence problems even ifthe initial phases are set according to equation (11). Thiscan be seen in Fig. 4. The same chirp signal as above istime-scaled by a factor � = 1:4, with the phase initializa-tion of equation (11). The resulting signal is severely mod-
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Fig. 4. Factor-1.4 time-scaling of a constant amplitude chirp, initialphases set according to equation (11). Time-domain amplitude-envelope of the modi�ed signal.ulated in amplitude, a result of phase-unwrapping errors inchannels distant from channel 30. These errors caused er-roneous unwrapping factors to be added to the synthesisphase when the sinusoid's instantaneous frequency reachedthose channels. The consistency here was measured asDM = �6:5dB.Taken together, these very simple test signals demon-strate that, for integer modi�cation factors, initial phasesshould be set according to equation (11) to avoid phasejumps. Moreover (and regardless of how the synthesisphases are initialized), time-scale operations with non-integer modi�cation factors are likely to introduce phasediscontinuities, leading to signi�cant phase incoherence inthe synthesis STFT.Informal listening tests on speech and music signals con-�rm these �ndings. For factor-of-two modi�cations, high-quality results are obtained when the synthesis phases areinitialized according to equation (11), while phasiness oc-curs for any other type of initialization. Non-integer mod-i�cations always sound phasy, no matter what phase ini-tialization is used.In addition, time-scaling operations with integer mod-i�cation factors greater than or equal to three exhibit anincreasing level of phasiness even with proper phase initial-ization. The explanation for this seems to lie in the factthat, for such large modi�cation factors, satisfying equa-tion (10) still does not guarantee consistency for the syn-thesis short-time Fourier transform as a whole. Equation(10) ensures vertical phase coherence, but the modi�ed se-quence of short-time Fourier-transform magnitudes may beinconsistent.

III. Old and new strategies for reducingphasinessA. Magnitude-only reconstructionThe phase vocoder is not the only frequency-domaintechnique that can be applied to the problem of time scal-ing. Phase unwrapping issues can be avoided entirely by:(1) reconstructing purely from the STFT magnitude, or (2)�tting the STFT to an explicit sum-of-sinusoids model.Algorithms for STFT magnitude-only reconstructionwere presented in [7] and [9]. Unfortunately, these algo-rithms require numerous iterations of the STFT analysis-synthesis cycle in order to arrive at an internally consistentSTFT. This makes them far too computationally demand-ing for contemporary real-time applications. In addition,while convergence has been proven for some of these meth-ods, there is no guarantee that a global minimum will bereached. More recently, various authors have noted thatthe iterative process can be greatly accelerated by calcu-lating good sets of initial STFT phase values [10]. How-ever, this procedure is still considerably more computation-intensive than the phase vocoder.The other frequency-domain alternative to the phasevocoder is so-called sinusoidal modeling. This approachis also more computationally demanding than the phasevocoder, and it introduces its own perceptual artifactswhich are beyond the scope of this paper.B. Loose phase lockingA suboptimal but less computation-intensive solution tothe phase vocoder's phase-unwrapping errors is simply toapply a-posteriori constraints to the synthesis phases. Ane�cient mechanism for accomplishing this was introducedby Puckette [6]. Recognizing that a constant-amplitude,constant-frequency sinusoid in channel k should have iden-tical analysis phases in all nearby channels, Puckette pro-posed a simple way to loosely constrain synthesis phasesto obey the same rule. For each channel in the synthesisSTFT, the synthesis phase is calculated by use of the stan-dard phase-propagation formula, equation (6). However,the �nal synthesis phase attributed to channel k is that ofthe complex numberY (tus ;
k) + Y (tus ;
k�1) + Y (tus ;
k+1)As a result, if channel k is the maximum of the Fouriertransform magnitude, its phase is basically unchanged, be-cause Y (tus ;
k�1) and Y (tus ;
k+1) are of much lower am-plitude. But if channel k is left of the maximum, its phasewill be roughly that of Y (tus ;
k+1) whose magnitude islarger than Y (tus ;
k): the channels around a peak in theFourier transform are \phase locked" to the peak.This technique is attractive, especially because it re-quires only a few additional multiplications per channel.It produces a visible improvement in the phase vocoderoutput for simple test signals and a measurable improve-ment in STFT consistency. However, informal listeningtests show that the reduction in phasiness is very signal-dependent and, unfortunately, never dramatic.



LAROCHE DOLSON: IMPROVED PHASE VOCODER TIME-SCALE MODIFICATION OF AUDIO 7C. Rigid phase lockingThe fundamental limitation (and also the attraction) ofthe loose phase locking scheme is that it avoids any explicitdetermination of the signal structure: the same calculationis performed in every channel, independently of its content.The result is that synthesis phases in the channels arounda given sinusoid only gradually and approximately developvertical phase coherence. If we really want to restore ver-tical phase coherence to the synthesis STFT, we need totake a step closer to an actual sum-of-sinusoids model. Wenow present two versions of a new phase-locking technique,inspired by the loose phase locking above, but based on theexplicit identi�cation of peaks (and thus, presumably, si-nusoids) in the spectrum.The new phase-updating technique begins with a coarsepeak-picking stage where vocoder channels are searched forlocal maxima. In the simplest implementation, a chan-nel whose amplitude is larger than its four nearest neigh-bors is said to be a peak; this criterion is both simple andcost-e�ective (although admittedly primitive). The seriesof peaks subdivides the frequency axis into \regions of in-uence" located around each peak. The basic idea is to up-date the phases for the peak channels only according to thestandard phase-propagation equation (6); the phases of theremaining channels within each region are then \locked" insome way to the phase of the peak channel. In our experi-ments, the upper limit of the region around peak 
kl wasset to the middle frequency between that peak and the nextone (
kl + 
kl+1)=2. Another reasonable choice would bethe channel of lowest amplitude between the two peaks.C.1 Identity phase lockingRather than imposing a strong phase-equality constraint(based on the assumption that the peak is the trace of aconstant-amplitude, constant-frequency sinusoid), one canconstrain the synthesis phases around the peak to be re-lated in the same way as the analysis phases: the phasedi�erences between successive channels around a peak aremade identical in the synthesis STFT to the correspondingphase di�erences in the analysis Fourier transform. If 
klis the center frequency of the dominant peak, we set:6 Y (tus ;
k) = 6 Y (tus ;
kl) +6 X(tua ;
k)� 6 X(tua ;
kl) (12)for all channel k in the peak's region of inuence, as de�nedabove.Note that the idea of preserving the phase-relations be-tween nearby bins has been independently proposed in [11]in the context of integer-factor time-scale modi�cations,and previously in [4] as a means to reduce transient smear-ing.This phase-locking mechanism signi�cantly improves theconsistency of the resulting series of STFT and greatly re-duces the phasiness of the modi�ed signal. Applying thistechnique to the chirp signal of our previous example (againwith a time-scale factor of 1.4) produces the signal shownin Fig. 5.

The resulting signal shows no sign of amplitude modu-
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Fig. 5. Factor-1.4 time-scaling of a constant amplitude chirp, iden-tity peak-phase-locking. Time-domain amplitude-envelope of themodi�ed signal.lation, and the consistency distance was measured to beDM = �37dB, a very large improvement over the mere�6:5dB of the non phase-locked modi�cation.Identity phase locking has two major computational ad-vantages. First, since phase unwrapping is performed onlyon peak channels, the instantaneous frequency of the un-derlying sinusoid is sure to be near the center frequencyof the channel in question. This means that the phase-unwrapping constraint Ra!h < � can be relaxed, andlarger values of Ra can be used. In practice, an in-put overlap of 50% is possible without generating phase-unwrapping errors. Since the usual requirement for phase-vocoder-based time-scale modi�cation is a minimum of 75%overlap (for standard analysis windows, such as Hanning orHamming), identity phase locking essentially cuts the com-putational cost in half!Second, this new technique requires trigonometric calcu-lations only for peak channels: once the synthesis phase ofthe peak channel has been determined, one can calculatethe angle � required to rotate X(tua;
kl) into Y (tus ;
kl),� = 6 Y (tus ;
kl)� 6 X(tua ;
kl) (13)then calculate the phasor Z = ej� and obtain the neigh-boring channels by use of simple complex algebra:Y (tus ;
k) = ZX(tua ;
k) (14)which can be easily shown to satisfy the phase-lockingequation (12): neighboring channels only require one com-plex multiply!The identity phase-locking scheme can be summarized inthe following steps:1. For the new STFT frame, locate prominent peaks.2. For each peak, calculate the instantaneous frequencyusing horizontal phase unwrapping, and calculate the up-dated synthesis phase, according to equation (6).3. Calculate rotation angle � according to equation (13)and phasor Z = ej�.4. Apply rotation to all channels around and includingpeak channel, according to equation (14).



8 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND SPEECH PROCESSING, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MAY 19995. Repeat the above steps for the next peak, until all peakshave been processed.6. Proceed to the next synthesis frame.C.2 Scaled phase lockingAn improvement over the preceding technique comesfrom recognizing that if a peak switches from channel k0 atframe u�1 to channel k1 at frame u the unwrapping equa-tion (5) should be based on 6 X(tua ;
k1)� 6 X(tu�1a ;
k0) in-stead of 6 X(tua ;
k1)� 6 X(tu�1a ;
k1). Likewise, the phase-propagation equation (6) should be6 Y (tus ;
k1) = 6 Y (tu�1s ;
k0) +Rs!̂k1(tua) (15)where the phase increment Rs!̂k1(tua) is accumulated to6 Y (tu�1s ;
k0) rather than 6 Y (tu�1s ;
k1). It is easy toshow that in that case, the synthesis phase at the peakchannel corresponding to sinusoid i at time tua is indeedC + ��i(tua), which is not necessarily the case in the pre-ceding technique.The problem is then to determine what peak in frameu� 1 corresponds to the peak 
k1 in frame u. A very sim-ple way of doing this is to pick the peak of the region towhich channel 
k1 belonged in frame u � 1. Accordingly,to calculate the synthesis phase of channel k1 at frame u,one can simply look up the dominant peak in the regionchannel k1 belonged to in frame u� 1, and use its analysisand synthesis phases, when applying equations (5) and (6).This being done, the neighboring channels can be synchro-nized to the peak, and the identity phase-locking equationcan be generalized as:6 Y (tus ;
k) = 6 Y (tus ;
kl) +� [ 6 X(tua ;
k)� 6 X(tua ;
kl)]) (16)where � is a phase scaling factor. Identity phase lockingis simply � = 1. Exactly how the phases should be modi-�ed upon synthesis to ensure proper vertical phase coher-ence is not easy to assess, as explained in section II-C.1.However, it appears that identity phase locking can be fur-ther improved by setting � to a value between 1 and �.There is little theoretical ground to justify such a choice,since the phases in the modi�ed signal should probablynot be related to those in the original signal in a linearway. However, when integer modi�cation factors � are usedin the standard implementation of the phase-vocoder, andwhen the initialization of equation (11) is used, it is easyto verify that phase-di�erences are also scaled by � = �.Moreover, informal listening tests have shown that setting� � 2=3+�=3 helps further reduce phasiness. Note that thephases 6 X(tua ;
k) must be unwrapped across channels karound the peak channel before applying equation (16), inorder to avoid 2�� channel jumps in the synthesis phases.In contrast to identity phase locking, scaled phase lock-ing does not permit the STFT values in neighboring chan-nels to be calculated simply via a complex multiplication;therefore its implementation requires somewhat more com-putation. On the other hand, the quality of the time-scaled

signals has been found to be consistently higher with scaledphase-locking than with identity phase locking.The scaled-phase-locking scheme can be summarized inthe following steps:1. For the new STFT frame, locate prominent peaks.2. For each peak channel ki, locate corresponding peak inpreceding frame, calculate instantaneous frequency usinghorizontal phase unwrapping, and calculate updated syn-thesis phase according to equation (15).3. Unwrap analysis phases across all channels in the regionof inuence.4. For each channel around the peak channel, calculateanalysis phase di�erence between peak and current chan-nel, and calculate current synthesis phase using equa-tion (16)5. Repeat the above steps for the next peak, until all peakshave been processed.6. Proceed to the next synthesis frame.D. Comparison of phase-locking techniquesD.1 Consistency measureAlthough the consistency measure of equation (7) is nota very accurate measure of phasiness, it still gives an indi-cation of how well various synchronizing schemes perform.Two signals were used to compare the synchronizing tech-niques: a chirp sinusoid identical to that used in section II-C.4, and a segment of speech signal. The speech signalwas a male speaker uttering the word "before", sampled at16kHz.Four synchronization techniques were compared, alongwith the standard, non-synchronized phase-vocoder tech-nique. The synchronization techniques used were Puck-ette's loose phase locking [6], iterative magnitude-only re-construction [7] (measured after 5 and 50 iterations), iden-tity phase locking, and scaled phase locking with � = 1:4.The modi�cation factor was � = 2:2, and the initialsynthesis phases were set to the initial analysis phases�s(0; k) = 6 X(0;
k). The FFT size was 1024, with anoutput hop factor of 256.Synchronization type DMNone +1.5 dBLoose phase locking -13 dBIterative reconstruction, 5 iterations -16 dBIterative reconstruction, 50 iterations -19 dBIdentity phase locking -30 dBScaled phase locking -30 dBTABLE IConsistency measure for various synchronization techniques, chirpsignalTable I presents the consistency measure for the chirpsignal. The results indicate that some type of synchro-nization is required to insure some degree of consistency.As expected, loose phase locking is signi�cantly less ef-fective than either identity or scaled phase-locking. Iter-ative magnitude-only reconstruction, even after 50 itera-tions, still does not match our synchronization techniques



LAROCHE DOLSON: IMPROVED PHASE VOCODER TIME-SCALE MODIFICATION OF AUDIO 9as the iterative procedure seems to be caught in a local min-imum. Most of the consistency improvement is achievedwithin the �rst few iterations.Synchronization type DMNone 0 dBLoose phase locking -11 dBIterative reconstruction, 5 iterations -14 dBIterative reconstruction, 50 iterations -18 dBIdentity phase locking -15 dBScaled phase locking -14 dBPSOLA -9 dBTABLE IIConsistency measure for various synchronization techniques, speechsignalTable II presents the consistency measure for the speechsignal. Again, our phase-synchronization techniques out-perform loose phase locking, but some marginal improve-ment in consistency can be obtained by the iterative proce-dure, with a large number of iterations. Also included is theconsistency measure for PSOLA (Pitch-Synchronous Over-Lap Add), a high-quality time-domain technique based onoverlap-adding small segments of waveform [1].D.2 Informal listening testsListening tests on speech and polyphonic musical signalspartially con�rm the results of the consistency measure.The standard, non-synchronized phase-vocoder techniquehas the poorest consistency measure, and it always soundsworse than the other techniques.However, the consistency measure does not always accu-rately reect the perceived phasiness of the modi�ed sig-nal. For example, identity phase locking and scaled phaselocking have similar consistency scores, but the latter con-sistently sounds better than the former. Conversely, thehigher consistency measure obtained by the iterative re-construction does not correspond to any perceptible qualityimprovement. In fact, the modi�ed signal is plagued withan undesirable roughness that other techniques do not ex-hibit (an artifact mentioned in the original paper [7]). Nev-ertheless, it appears that low values of the consistency mea-sure (above -5dB) always indicate the presence of phasinessin the signal.The inuence of the parameter � in scaled phase lock-ing is more dramatic when 75% overlap is used. In thatcase, and for larger modi�cation factors (� > 2), identityphase locking can still be somewhat phasy. Using � = � inequation (16) signi�cantly reduces phasiness. When 50%overlap is used, however, � must be kept closer to 1 to avoidundesirable roughness in the output signal. On speech sig-nals, the modi�ed voice has more presence, and non-voicedsegments sound slightly more natural with scaled phaselocking than with identity phase locking.For integer modi�cation factors, the standard algorithmwithout phase unwrapping but with proper initial condi-tions (such that �k = C 8k) yields high-quality resultswhich only scaled phase locking can match for non-integer

modi�cation factors. Some residual phasiness can still beheard in the modi�ed signals, especially for larger modi�-cation factors (� > 3).Finally, when speech signals are processed, all the abovephase-locked techniques still exhibit more reverberation orphasiness than time-domain techniques such as the PitchSynchronous Overlap-Add technique [1]. Surprisingly, theconsistency measure for the speech signal modi�ed via thePSOLA technique is worse than with other techniques; thiscon�rms that the consistency measure is not a clear indi-cator of phasiness.E. ConclusionWe have presented a detailed explanation for the pres-ence of phasiness or reverberation in signals that havebeen time scaled by phase-vocoder techniques. We haveshown that sinusoidal components crossing channels gener-ate both phase incoherence between adjacent channels andphase "discontinuities" between successive frames. For in-teger modi�cation factors, a suitable choice of initial anal-ysis and synthesis phases eliminates this problem entirely,yielding high-quality results. For non-integer modi�cationfactors, phase incoherence can be avoided by using one ofthe two phase-locking techniques presented above. Thesetechniques dramatically reduce the phasiness of the out-put signal and also enable the use of 50% overlap betweenframes; this decreases the computational cost by at least afactor of two.Although the quality of the modi�ed signals obtainedvia phase locking is far better than that obtained usingthe standard phase-vocoder technique, it nevertheless re-mains inferior to the quality attainable via time-domaintechniques for monophonic, pitched signals such as speech.One reason for this is that, ideally, not only phases butalso amplitudes should be modi�ed when performing time-scale modi�cation. In the frequency domain, a chirp si-nusoid has a wider center lobe than a constant-frequencysinusoid. Time-stretching it by a large factor should turnit into a near-constant frequency with a narrower centerlobe. This fact is not taken into account in the phase-vocoder techniques presented in this paper. Incorporatingsuch re�nements could increase the quality of the modi�-cation, but the resulting complication might rival that ofsinusoidal-modeling methods [12]. Refer to [11] for the de-scription of a technique which attempts to modify bothshort-time Fourier Transform phases and amplitudes.Another reason might be linked to the lack of phase-synchronization between harmonics of the same fundamen-tal, or lack of \shape-invariance" as it has been called in theliterature. Achieving shape-invariance would require syn-chronizing peak-phases with one another, an issue whichis not addressed by the techniques presented here. Also,note that the concept of shape-invariance is only valid forsounds made up of quasi-harmonic signals. Refer to [13],[14], [5] for the description of techniques which attempt toachieve shape-invariance.
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